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HEADSHOT
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Angela Proffitt is an award-winning 8-figure 
entrepreneur and CEO of GSD Creative.  She is no 
stranger to the spotlight and is currently the host 
of the Business Unveiled podcast.  As a consultant 
with several books as well as an in-demand 
speaker, Angela has appeared on ABC, CMT, TLC, 
E! as well as other national networks.  With a 
degree in psychology and proven expertise in 
productivity strategies that scale your business, 
her work has been featured in publications such 
as INC, Success, US Weekly & People magazine.  
When she is not speaking, writing, or creating 
content, Angela can be found working with other 
CEO’s, Executives, Entrepreneurs and/or 
Solopreneurs to implement and master processes 
that can turn any business, into a profitable 
business.  

BIO
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CRUSHING CONTENT & 
CRUSH YOUR ROI ON MARKETING 

Do you plan time on your calendar for consistent marketing each month? But something always comes up? 
Spend time collaborating with like minded business professionals looking to crush content as I show you  
exactly how to put together an annual plan with content creation, images, weekly schedules and more.   
Learn how to crush content, leverage consistent marketing, plan annually, gain more time throughout the 
year and yield a larger ROI.
 
Learning Objectives: Wash, Rinse, Repeat

-Annual Content Outline & Themes
-Want to write a book
-Creating a Podcast
-Video Tip Series Formula
-Software Needs
-Sponsorships & Strategic Partners
-Elevate Your Customer Service with Automation

FREE YOUR TIME &  
SUCCESS WILL FOLLOW 

Think that Productivity is overrated? Think again! Spend some time with Angela Proffitt as she shares her  
experiences with you on organizing your mind set on thinking like a business owner prioritizing your tasks  
and effectively managing your time. It’s all in the details and tools that are available at our fingertips! You’ll 
walk away renewed with resources on time management, prioritization and how saving a tree or two, results 
in a larger profit.  Oh, and sleep better at night! 

Learning Objectives: 

-The powerful cloud and data backup
-Time Management with calendar blocking
-Tips and Tricks on Technology 
-Password Protection 
-Picture Management
-Video tools  
-Pre-Qualify before you agree to meet 

POPULAR TOPICS
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Photo Portfolio

Press Spotlight

Previous Speaking Engagements

Publication Features

  Resources

Video Tip Series

Speaking Samples

EDUCATION INFO

Podcast: Business Unveiled

 Watch + Listen
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LET’S GET SOCIAL

@ANGELAPROFFITT @ANGELAPROFFITTLLC@ANGELAPROFFITTLLC

@ANGELAPROFFITT_ @GSDLEADER

AS SEEN IN...

@APROFFITT

@ANGELAPROFFITT_
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